OFF THE FLOOR

AROUND THE
WORLD IN 80
RECORD STORES

Look at this, reeks of bucket-list. And sure,
Christmas is coming, but Marcus Barnes’ book
is the kind of gift you can give to yourself,
or any friend in need of some out of town
inspiration. Maybe get a few of them in. Because
we all know, where vinyl lies, truth is always
nearby. There are worse ways to land in a town
than make your way to these fetish hubs. Choice
cuts can be trailed from Little Jimmy’s in Nairobi
to Euclid in New Orleans, 12 Tónar in Iceland to New Gramophone House in India. As is
the Phileas Fogg premise, Marcus Barnes has nailed it down to 80, and they are not a bad
selection. Yasss, as Jules Verne said, “Young people, travel if you can, and if you cannot —
travel all the same!” •Published by Dog ’n’ Bone, £9.99.

DANCING WITH THE
GODS — BY KENT
NERBURN

The cover art looks disco. Maybe that’s why Off The Floor
were interested in partaking in this advice on choosing
the artist’s life. Or maybe that we’ve done a bit of
dancing with the gods, and would like to do more. Like
Paulo Coelho, Nerburn takes on a spiritual grandfather
role. In this encouraging piece of text built around
universal platitudes of sacrifice, and how to generate
the feeling in others around you of einfühlung — what
the Germans suggest is a kind of emotional empathy in
your work which resonates so deeply that you become
spiritually overwhelmed, doing it for yourself rather
than anyone else, and staying true to intention, rather than selling out — this book hinges on
well-researched, inspirational quotes from great artists. Sometimes that is what we all need.
Nerburn, originally a sculptor, now author of 16 books, compiles the thoughts and wisdom of
the greats, such as Antoine de Saint-Exupery saying that, “True art is achieved not when there
is nothing more to be added, but when nothing more can be taken away”.
Dancing With The Gods could be scunnered as codcrap psychology, but sometimes we all need
a great voice to tell us we’re doing okay, and the road is difficult, and the road is long, if we
are lucky. To carry this tone takes practice as an artist, and to deny the power of someone
who has spent their life in a role maligned by society as no more than a luxury, rather than a
compulsion, would be an oversight, so easy as it is to belittle this as something that fits on the
same shelf as The Artist’s Way, and beyond the infantilising layout of 50 words a page. If you’re
in need of a creative pick-me-up, cherish this.

BEAT DIS

Big beat got a bad
rep. Ageing like an
embarrassed child
star, from the glories
of the yellow brick
world which injected
good times into the
fragmented, oh-soserious sub-categories
of dance music, yes,
big beat — with its
toddler-stealing of
samples, bringing
smiles to our faces —
sat on the naughty
step. To claim any responsibility towards it was basically
very unhip. Until now. Reading about Rory Hoy’s passion
for the sounds of Fatboy Slim and tracing The Heavenly
Social club at the Albany in London as the place where it
began, in his The Little Big Beat Book, is refreshing.
As Hoy admits in the prologue, he was only 10 at the height
of big beat in the late ’90s, but what he has achieved with
this book is to cement the legitimacy of slamming together
multi-dance-types as a genre. Big beat pulled away from
the regimented silos of playing only hip-hop, techno,
indie, hardcore, drum & bass or garage in clubs, and threw
them together, via DJs such as The Chemical Brothers, and
acts including The Prodigy, via a plethora of new labels
such as Damian Harris’ Skint, Howie B’s Pussyfoot, or Tim
‘Love’ Lee’s Tummy Touch, Bristol’s Cup Of Tea, and Finger
Lickin’ (with Sarah Bolshi at Bolshi, and Tracy Cunliffe
at Kontraband). So to have this first catalogue of the
movement is a brilliant thing. It makes me want to put
my hand up, and say, YES, my name is Kirsty Allison, and I
once played big beat records, as DJ K-RoKA. But herein lies
the fundamental issue with this book, and this movement:
there is not a look in on the female. Big beat was pretty
sexist. It fused laddism with indie boy shoegazers, and
hip-hop sexual stereotypes. Wall Of Sound boys were
photographed as a football team, and as DJ Fee, first wife
to Mark Jones, says, behind every big beat, there was a
big bird trying to get heard. Sara Cox was married to Jon
Carter, whose ‘Women Beat Their Men’ now stands as a
deeply encoded head-nodder of the frustration it was to
be female in the ’90s. Thereby, perhaps without intention,
Rory Hoy’s The Little Big Beat Book, published by New
Haven, is a seamless and perfectly correct exploration of
the sub-genre.

INCOMING! Festivals for November to get booking...
BRIDPORT LITERARY FRINGE
Born from England’s home of the Bridport Popular Front (and their
cult T-shirts), Clocktower Music is Off The Floor’s fave record shop
for a mooch between vintage vinyl and fabulous swag for a studio or
pad. Clocktower is running the Literary Fringe Festival for the first
year, and exploring the space between spoken word, MC culture and
lyric, at the 18thcentury Lyric Theatre
on Wednesday 11th
November, where
OTF’s editor Kirsty
Allison performs
with her new project:
The Children Of The
Midnight Sun. C’mon!
It’s in an 18thcentury theatre.
Fight the power.
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DOC AROUND THE CLOCK

Doc N Roll hits London town this November — hooray! An array of documentary
glory hits the screens for the world’s leading music documentary festival, with
highlights including Never Stop - A Music That Resists about Detroit techno. Get
booking on that one, uh? But also Anne Clark – I’ll Walk Out Into Tomorrow, about
the poet and spoken word artist, and Silvana on the Swedish hip-hop artists who
call out the patriarchy, with all the power of all of us women scorned. Again, let’s
fight the power.
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